IMS Gateway - ECS Fin’s Enterprise Message Hub

How many different platforms, gateways and hubs,
do you need for data capture and distribution
across your Enterprise Network?
Just One.

IMS Gateway
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IMS Gateway
ECS Fin’s Enterprise
Message Hub
IMS Gateway a proprietary designed data capture and
distribution system that addresses the entire range of
external and internal message management.
Once you engineer, organize and streamline your data
traffic using IMS Gateway, you do not have to engage
additional infrastructure or services for interfaces,
dashboards, internal controls, integration with
internal systems, connections with external entities,
data governance and reporting.
IMS Gateway follows a systems approach to message
administration that takes into account all the needs of
internal departments, compliance groups, counterparties
and customers.
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Why you should consider engaging this
new-generation Data Hub
IMS Gateway is more than just an

In short, with IMS Gateway, your

Take a close look. The Gateway delivers

Enterprise Message Hub (EMH). It is

enterprise data capture, document

a throughput to handle up to several

also an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), an

processing, messaging and file systems

million messages per hour. All you’ve to

Application Integration Service, a Data

will achieve process optimization,

do is establish the connections using

Governance and Information Reporting

enhanced through-put, and maximum

simple parameter settings.

Service put together.

operational efficiency. And, this
throughout all business departments,

Clients have also discovered that the

It exchanges data (message, file,

compliance groups and stakeholder

IMS Gateway facilitates them to turn

document) while allowing secure

interface points where you need

middleware departments from a cost

access for visibility and control. It also

machine assistance.

centre to a profit centre!

factors-in accountability, governance,
integration and reporting protocols
and procedures.
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Who Will Benefit?
Banks
Central Banks
Other Financial Institutions
Capital Markets
Corporates
Healthcare
Government/Defence Services

What does it address?
Application Integration
External Entity Connections
STP
Batch/Real-time Processing
Any to Any Format/Protocol
Copies to Interested Parties
Exception Handling
Ack Reconciliation
Data Visibility & Control
Data Accountability
Global Coverage
Mergers & Acquisitions

Modules
Connect
Subscribe
Schedule
Explore
Notifications
IMS Message Library
Workflow Manager
Message Creator
Duplicate Check
Compliance Check
Data Governance
Audit Trails
Reports
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What does it address?
Application Integration

New Message Creation

Compliance

Instantly connects with internal systems

Create any type of messages through

Ensures that data arriving via each

and facilitate easy exchange of data

simple data entry using Forms, Smart

connection channel qualifies against

between applications.

Forms, Templates.

filters and compliance data relevant to
each channel.

External Entity Connections

Enrich and Validate Messages

Rapidly connect with external networks

Enrich and Validate messages using

Duplicate Check

and facilitate data exchange between

reference data tables. Minimize data

Stop messages that match earlier

internal applications and external

input work when creating new messages.

messages by pre-defined field values for

systems.

manual inspection.

Attach Documents
STP

Attach any number of Documents to

Data Visibility

Reach 100% Straight Through Processing

individual messages or batches for

Categorize messages arriving or leaving

between internal applications, legacy

internal audit purposes.

by each communication channels

systems and external entities.

by ownership and provide access by

Internal Controls

entitlement.

Batch Processing

Approval cycles, four-eye principles for

Accept or deliver data in batch mode for

messages and SSIs. Release messages by

Internal Billing

bulk processing of data.

predefined time or other related events.

Create end-of-day, end-of-month, end-

Real-time Processing

Ack Reconciliation

Accept or deliver data in real-time

Reconcile outgoing messages by

mode maintaining synchronous or

incoming Acknowledgements.

of-year subscription invoices for internal

asynchronous communication.

Copies to Interested Parties
Send copies of messages to interested
parties in desired format and protocol.

Any to Any Format/Protocol
Receive or deliver data in any format
or protocol based on source system or
counterparty preferences.

Exception Handling
Repair, replay or cancel and recreate
failed or rejected or Nacked messages.

or external billing.

Data Accountability
Ensure that all incoming message reach

Message Life

its destination. Take action against

Control the duration to which each type

unexpected messages.

of message should reside on active or
archive states.

Replay
Replay subscriptions for specific

Global Coverage

durations of time when certain delivery

Dashboards for all stakeholders by roles

was lost by the recipient.

and entitlement. Irrespective of number
of clients, languages, time zones,

Mergers & Acquisitions

departments, regions and branches.

Organize, streamline, designate and
channel messages from multiple end
points for accomplishing mergers as well
as split-offs.
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A Systems Approach
ECS adopts a systems approach to

travel of data between systems, data

message administration that takes

redundancy, connection bottlenecks,

into consideration the end-to-end

latency and various other inefficiencies.

processing of enterprise data.

It enhances data accountability and
helps easy engagement of value added

IMS Gateway eliminates the need for

services like data validation, data

multiple vendor products minimizing

summarization and reporting.

fragile integration services, unwarranted

Address your most challenging
integration or workflow automation
situation instantly. For reassurance,
engage our TRY/BUY option and realize
tangible results and steadily move up to
engaging the IMS Enterprise Message
Hub within months.
Once you engineer, organize and
streamline your data traffic right, you
will not have to add infrastructure
or introduce data redundancy for
interfaces, dashboards, internal controls,
integration with any number of internal
systems, data governance or reporting.

A systems
approach can
convert middleware
departments from
being cost centers
to profit centers.
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Gateway Modules
Connect

Explore

Message Library

Instead of spending months on a

Watch what you transmit and be aware

Includes message definitions, message

development platform, now you can

of what you receive! Stay in command

mapping functions and workflow for

establish connectivity with any number

of your data at all times with complete

parsing, converting and delivering

of source systems and external entities

visibility and control using a series of

messages. Facilitates shared service

instantly. For example, connection to

dashboards. Ensure messages qualify for

through internal modules, as well as

Core Banking, Accounting, Reconciliation,

STP only after specific departments view

external applications. The development

SWIFT and Central Banking can be

and allow them.

environment is web based and does not
require any client software installation.

established within hours! Establish any
type of connection at real-time without

Notifications

Eliminates the need for generating

causing disruption to the service.

Anything can go wrong at any stage.

millions of lines of processing code that

That doesn’t mean you have to look

result in low performance service.

Subscribe

everywhere to know what went wrong.

Deliver data to any number of systems/

IMS Gateway displays everything in one

Workflow Manager

interested parties/entities in any preferred

place. For example, arrival of unexpected

Visualize, define, simplify and engage

format, language, and protocol – be it,

messages, MT999, NACKS, rejections and

complex message processing workflows

copies of incoming, outgoing or historic

failures in email notification are made

using GUI tools. Automate end-to-

messages in real-time or batch mode.

visible along with postings for further

end processing of messages from

Each subscription can be metered for

action.

connectivity to delivery. Multiple to

internal or external billing – converts your

single message mapping can be achieved

middleware IT department into a profit

to deliver to any number of entities,

center!.

applications or interested parties in
desired formats and protocols. It is a

Schedule

shared resource and can be utilized by

It is not enough to get your data how

external applications as well.

you want it, you should also get it WHEN
you want it. The IMS Gateway enables
you to control data-flow for each
subscription independently. Schedules
can be configured to business needs,
market practices and country-specific
holiday calendars. Control real-time
subscriptions whilst being a gatekeeper
facilitating data flow during designated
hours.

Anything can go
wrong at any stage.
That doesn’t mean
you have to look
everywhere to know
what went wrong.

“

“My staff report that Dashboards

“

“The return on investment
of the IMS products meet our
expectations and we are pleased to
explore other potential solutions
within the IMS Suite for other core
needs within the bank.”
- A Major Bank, Asia

IMS Gateway
displays everything
in one place

and Interfaces of IMS products are
easy, simple and meets our needs.
It allows secure access to multiple
customers from anywhere in the
world which is so important for a
global operation like ours.”
- A New York Corporation
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Message Creator

Compliance Check

Reports

Minimize manual data input utilizing

Engages multiple checklists by various

Generates data summarization

reference data managed within IMS or

vendors as well as home-grown lists

views and reports for presentation,

read from external sources. Reference

and filters. Supports OFAC, Dow Jones,

investigation and research. Provides

data can be used for enrichment,

World Check and others. The service can

message statistics, end-of-day reports

substitution and validation. Context to

reside at customer’s site or be accessed

and performance matrix. Creates

messages can be added by attaching

online. Facilitates the utilization of

subscription reports on data delivered

documents and user-notes and help

other compliance services with results

to interested parties for departmental or

audit trails. STP entries to update source

displayed on IMS dashboard.

customer billing. Exports to PDF format
and Excel sheets.

systems without re-keying can be
created. Individual or batch messages

Data Governance

can be created for approvals, internal

Safekeeping of all incoming and

Features

controls and validation.

outgoing data. Provides context for

High speed processing: Flexibility based

messages and all related data elements

on message type/subtype; Fuzzy logic

Duplicate Check

including approvals, notes, stages, user

and phonetic search modes

Each message can follow a different

interactions, documents attached,

set of criteria for determining if it is

acknowledgements, events and reference

Dashboard for Compliance Group:

a duplicate or not. A message can be

data.

complete audit trail on flagged

considered duplicate based on total

messages.

identity or based on match within

Audit Trails

supports OFAC, Dow Jones, World

specific fields. The number of days to

Facilitates complete audit trail on each

Check and others. The service can

which older messages should be checked

message along with its associated data

reside at customer’s site or accessed

against can be set, for each connection

elements. Maintains history of exception

online. Can facilitate the utilization of

channel and for each message type,

handling, edits and versions.

otherr compliance services with results

differently.

displayed on IMS dashboard.
Ask for a demo with a unique
TRY/BUY offer today.

Process
Optimization
matters...
It converts your
middleware
departments to
profit centers.

“

“What ECS offered sounded too
good to be true – however, we
decided to utilize it as an interim
solution based on its rapid
deployment cycle and production
readiness. While doing our due
diligence, we realized that we have
the best solution in the industry”
- A commercial Bank, South America

Call ECS for details.
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Instant Integration Capabilities
Message library
Message Formats and Message Validation Rules. Includes standard formats for Swift, Core-banking,
OMS, CRMs. Supports CSV, Excel, XML, Fixed Length etc.

Traditional data mapping
GUI based web enabled mapping tool with traditional drag/drop features. Support functions, data
look-ups, string manipulations and standard programming language.

High volume mapping
ECS proprietary mapping methods support very high volumes in the neighborhood of several
million messages per hour using standard development environment.

Store and foreward
Support data persistence for immediate delivery or scheduled delivery to multiple parties in desired
format and protocols.

Instant connections
Parameter settings for instant connection with internal applications and external entities. Each
connection equipped with dashboards for and operations.

Instant on-boarding
IMS connects instantly with customers and counterparties for exchanging messages, files and
documents. Web Portals can be extended to mitigate risk.

Workflow management
Create end-to-end data flow from entry point to delivery. Supports calls to shared resources like
message libraries, mapping objects, validations, compliance etc.

Universal message adapter
Receive or deliver data from/to all source systems and external entities in any format, schedule and
protocol. Channelize data flow, ensure restricted access, segregate duties and engage controls for
each type of message.

Data routing
Route messages based on content as well as context. Data routing can be done within workflow
manager or at connection settings level depending on the situation.

Reach 100% STP
IMS Gateway can facilitate STP between internal applications as well as with external entities.
Interface and Dashboard give data visibility and control.

Transaction profile
Engage business rules, validation rules and processing rules at real-time differently for individual
messages or each type or category of messages.
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Value Statements
Scalable
IMS can process several million transactions per hour on standard benchmark servers. The
throughput can be increased considerably by distributing services over multiple servers.

Robust
High level of performance exhibited through stress tests with ability to survive disasters - not losing
any data or causing inconsistencies.

Reliable
Achieves uninterrupted service, smooth operation and enhanced efficiency.
The application can run endlessly without having to restart servers or services.

Decentralized
Centralization of services can pose a critical risk where down-time in one service can affect all
services. IMS eliminates such risks by allowing services to be distributed over multiple processors.

Quality Assured
IMS modules undergo a comprehensive regression test and QA process through an IMS Test
Simulator depicting real-world source systems and target entities.

Optimized
IMS offers an optimized processing environment. It eliminates the need to engage additional
integration services minimizing unwarranted travel of data between systems and data redundancies.

Production Ready
Rapid deployment, instant connections and real-time configuration enable IMS to go live on
installation. Saves time and expenses on professional services.

Risk-Free for Acquisition
Comes with a unique TRY/BUY offer for user satisfaction at zero risk, zero license fee.

ECS Fin Inc.

50 Main Street 1000

White Plains, NY 10606

Tel: 1.914.902.0101
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